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shows up as Windows XP pro Home Edition
? daniella_chocho: try installing ndisgtk then
run ndisgtk and go through the process well,
when the command starts with sudo i think
that is the message but i am really not sure
how do I prevent grub from mounting the

root filesystem when booting? diego_: does:
dmesg | grep wlan0 output anything? yes it
says it has found a network diego_: can you

paste it at pastebin it says i have found a
network i cannot paste anything right now can
you get a shell for a few minutes? !pastebin
For posting multi-line texts into the channel,

please use | To post!screenshots use
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|!pastebinit to paste directly from command
line | Make sure you give us the URL for your

paste - see also the channel topic. that is ok
ndisgtk is not an option for 13.10? bieb: in

the GUI: sudo apt-get install ndisgtk !ndisgtk |
bieb !ndiswrapper | bieb bieb: Wireless

documentation, including how-to guides and
troubleshooting information, can be found at
ok i have it thanks hitsujiTMO it says i have

found a network but i cannot find the
network it has found diego_: dmesg | grep

wlan0
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